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Introduction
Rarely has a topic gained as much
attention in recent times as the COVID-
19 pandemic. The virus had been first
identified in Wuhan (Heibei, China) in
December 2019 and took only a few
months to spread internationally,
resulting in a global economic
recession. People were not allowed to
attend sporting or political events
anymore, and schools, universities,
businesses and even churches had to
close their doors for an uncertain
amount of time. We at Maastricht
Student Consulting (MSC) also had to
dramatically change the way we work.
As a student consultancy, most of what
we do is project- and team-based.
People used to meet 1-3 times per
week, depending on the project scope
and stage. In general, external client
projects last about 8 weeks and are
staffed with 3-8 consultants. Moreover,
one project leader (and supervisor) is
assigned to each project. MSC’s clients
include businesses from
entrepreneurial start-ups to large
MNEs, such as Siemens. MSC’s unique

selling point is to provide solutions that
are inspired by the next generation.
Usually, consultants work closely
together and communicate with each
other constantly. As having physical
team meetings was impossible due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, MSC
switched to remote conferences only.
Given that many businesses undergo
similar procedures at the moment and
that working from home will most likely
gain in relevance after the pandemic
too, we systematically tracked and
analysed difficulties and opportunities
our teams encountered during our
latest project phase. This was done by
interviewing all project leaders on a
weekly basis and sending out surveys
to all MSC members at the end of the
projects. Our findings are presented in
this document, including many
concrete learnings and takeaways that
are easy to implement, allowing virtual
teams to work more effectively. We
want to share these insights in order to
help not only our own teams in the
future, but all businesses that are
switching from physical to virtual
meetings.
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Our Methodology

Combined results and insights

Weekly interviews with 
team leaders

Survey for all MSC 
members

Our Insights
The setup

When new teams form, the first things
they must agree upon are preferred
means of communication and how
often they wish to meet. This is
important in a traditional working
environment already but becomes
crucial if the group relies solely on
online communication. Our experience
shows that virtual meetings tend to be
shorter and potentially even more
efficient, and many of our members
also enjoyed the omission of travelling
times. It showed, however, that the
importance of quick, spontaneous
conversations that happen between
formal meetings must not
underestimated. Hence, our groups
met more regularly than usual for
frequent updates to compensate for
the lack casual office encounters. All
teams created chat groups to be able
to discuss shorter questions and held
regular video conferences to work on
bigger tasks. Zoom turned out to be
the best free software, combining the
most useful functions with a mostly
reliable connection.

The barriers and opportunities of
technology

Speaking of chats and video
conferences, digital tools play a pivotal
role in virtual teamwork. In fact,
modern technology basically enables it
in the first place. Our teams
experienced all pain points imaginable
throughout their work: poor internet
connections, communication problems
leading to misunderstandings, and
even complete breakdowns of streams
during important client meetings.
Many technologically related
challenges can be tackled, however.
First of all, the engagement of all team
members is key. The video function
should always be enabled by all
participants in the call. Some project
leaders reported that the mere need to
click the unmute button sometimes led
to lower participation, as it can act as a
hurdle to spontaneously express a
quick thought. Hence, most groups
decided to leave all participants
unmuted as long as groups would not
become too large and background



noises could be avoided. It is also very
true that online conversations do not
feel as natural as they do in real life.
Therefore, it might be necessary for the
project leader to assume a moderating
role during online conferences. He or
she should encourage roughly equal
contributions by all members and
clarify who’s turn it is to speak if
necessary.

Additionally, it is important to realize
that certain technology-related
difficulties cannot be entirely avoided.
Connection issues can always arise,
especially with heavy usage. It is
therefore crucial to expect things to
not always run smoothly. Especially for
important meetings, our teams
developed back-up plans in case
something goes wrong. In one
instance, the internet failed to work
during the final client presentation. But
because the team had agreed with the
client on an alternative dial-in option
prior to the meeting, the presentation
could proceed without major
interruptions.

Another recommendation is to regard
technology not only as a burden but to
value its inherent benefits. Screen
sharing, for instance, is a feature that
lets participants easily share their work
with other participants in the call, a
function some physical boardrooms still
lack. Online programs such as Google
Docs or shared Microsoft Office
documents let team members work
together on the same project
seamlessly. These are technologies we
recommend using in traditional
teamwork environments as well, as
they help us tremendously to create
documents that need to be coherent.

The importance of structure

Having a good team structure and
organized workflows appear to be such
an obvious recommendation that it
almost has a buzzword-like feel to it. As
much as consultants sometimes tend to
be engulfed in buzz words, it turned
out that structure and organization was
one of the most pivotal things during
our virtual teamwork. Tasks and
agreements tend to slip through and
sometimes group members end up
being unsure about what is expected
from them. In physical meetings, it
might be enough to allocate the next
steps verbally, but this is not the case
in virtual environments. A few simple
techniques, however, helped to
alleviate this problem. First, minutes
become even more important than in
traditional meetings.
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They should be extensive and and
exhaustive and clearly state each
member’s to-dos for the next meeting.
Designing them as a shared document
allows team members to add points
that they find important. Moreover, the
project leader can use informal means
of communication (such as Whatsapp)
to check whether team members are
on track or if they need further
guidance.

The formal meetings should also be
highly structured. The project manager
should establish a clear red thread
throughout the meeting. The agenda
should be published beforehand and
be followed, and points should be
worked off in that order. The attention
span and willingness to actively
contribute is lower in virtual meetings
as compared to physical sessions.
Therefore, it helped some groups to
make each member’s findings digitally
accessible to everyone and to only
discuss instead of presenting them
during meetings. If these principles are
followed, virtual teamwork can be very
efficient. 50% of our members praised
higher efficiency and less distractions
as compared to physical meetings.

The role of the team leader

The suggestions above are worthless if
they are not being implemented and
thoroughly followed. All team leaders
agreed that it is of utmost importance
to provide the team with strong
guidance and to make sure that
messages are received as intended.
Especially the pivotal structure and
preparation of team meetings rely on
the work of the person in charge.
Leaders might be somewhat reluctant
to enforce rules rigorously in an effort
to avoid coming off as dominant or
even straight-up unlikeable. Experience
shows, however, that members are
understanding and even thankful for
clear guidance and oversight.

Leaders should furthermore establish a
certain level of work discipline. Some
people regard virtual meetings to be
not as binding, and deadlines to be
much more flexible than the word
actually entails. If this attitude occurs in
combination with communication
difficulties due to a lack of structure
and guidance, the team risks running
into unnecessary time pressure during
critical phases of the project.
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Higher flexibility due to…

• independence of location.

• no need to drive to workplace.

• more adjustable working hours.

Adaptation of new technology due to...

• easy meeting set up.

• screen sharing feature.

• team management software.

Higher efficiency due to…

• less distraction.

• more focused working.

• shorter & more frequent meetings.

mentioned by respondents

Most Enjoyable Aspects About Working in Virtual Teams



It becomes uncomfortable for everyone
involved to resolve such situations as
they happen. Therefore, the project
leader should establish clear, yet
realistic expectations the group agrees
upon right in the beginning. That way,
the team functions much more
smoothly and, even more importantly,
harmoniously.

What about the social aspect?

Social gatherings are often the
highlights of the workweek. And they
do serve an important purpose. Having
some casual conversations helps to
grow together and improves the
overall functioning of the group. The
members get to know each other
better, trust and relationships are being
built, and working together just
becomes more fun all around.
Remember the point raised about the
need for discipline and control? It
becomes much less of an issue if team
members develop trust and recognize
they can rely on each other. The
psychological barrier to let team
members down grows if you care

about the people that are affected. We
are going to be honest here, however -
building the right team spirit was one
of the more challenging tasks in the
virtual environment. A casual team
event cannot be easily replaced. The
fact that virtual team meetings often
turn out to be more efficient is at least
partly due to the fact that members
usually get straight to the point,
without having an informal chat.
Difficulties with establishing team spirit
have been mentioned as problems
most frequently by both team leaders
and members. Naturally, as the team
worked together for a prolonged
period of time, the problem became
less severe and the groups grew
together. Nevertheless, one project
leader suggested that he would most
likely establish some sort of informal
online meeting if he was in the position
again.
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Disturbances due to technical issues

• Poor wifi connection

• System and software breakdowns

• Hardware defects

Managerial & project related difficulties

• Planning and brainstorming issues

• Dividing work and tasks more difficult

• Participating in discussions more challenging

Group dynamics & social issues

• Less human interaction and socialising

• Establishing of relationships more difficult

• Decreased team spirit and motivation

mentioned by respondents

Least Enjoyable Aspects About Working in Virtual Teams
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Meet as often as 
possible to 

compensate 
missing random 

encounters

Use video calls and 
stay unmuted as 
often as possible

Make use of 
functions like 

screen sharing and 
shared documents

Conclusion
Working in virtual teams has been a
new experience for us and certainly is
for many businesses around the world.
While we had to face several
challenges, many of them could be
resolved through good planning,
preparation and organization. If the
group establishes principles early on
and sticks to them throughout the
project, meetings can be very efficient
and focused. A strong guidance by the
project leader proved to be one of the
most crucial success factors. The team
spirit, however, might suffer from the
physical distance. We advise to not

underestimate its importance and to
still establish social bonds between
members - also if that means having
casual conversations in front of the PC.

If your company undergoes similar
changes at the moment, we would be
delighted to get in contact with you.
MSC advises companies on this and
many other topics, always using the
innovative perspective of the most
talented students to challenge the
status quo, develop new concepts and
deliver meaningful results. You can
reach us via:

info@maastrichtconsulting.com
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On behalf of the entire MSC team,Contact:

info@maastrichtconsulting.com
www.maastrichtconsulting.com
+49 151 73026876

Maastricht Student Consulting

Sint Pieterskade 6b 

6211JV Maastricht  

Netherlands

Nick Wessel-Ellermann
Business Development

Constantin Fehling
President

Nick Wessel-Ellermann
Head of Business Development

Constantin Fehling
President

Thank you for your interest in Maastricht Student Consulting.

We are looking forward to an enriching cooperation.

Please do not hesitate to contact us.
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http://www.maastrichtconsulting.com/

